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1. INTRODUCTION
Let us consider the following uncertain system
x9 t s f x t , u t , d t , 1 .  .  .  .  . .
where x denotes the state of the system, t g R denotes time. u denotesq
the control and d, a disturbance known by its bounds. The controller acts
on the system by choosing u in order to guarantee a stabilization property.
But the control must be chosen robust enough in order to avoid perturba-
tions caused by the disturbance d.
 . Let us consider a real valued function x ¬ V x referred to as a
.Lyapunov candidate function in the literature . We follow the approach of
w x11, 4 , which consists in designing a stabilizing feedback control law
 .  .x ¬ u x such that V is a Lyapunov function for the uncertain system 1 .
 .Initial Problem. Does there exist a feedback map x ¬ u x such that V
is a Lyapunov function which decreases exponentially, along the trajecto-
ries of system
x9 t s f x t , u x t , d t 2 .  .  .  .  . . .
 .for any measurable disturbance t ¬ d t ?
We recall that V is a Lyapunov1 function which exponentially decreases
if and only if
ya tV x t F V x 0 e , ; t g 0,q` , 3 .  . .  . .  .
 .  .where x ? is a solution to 2 , and a is a real parameter.
Several difficulties are encountered in solving this problem:
 .1 The system will be stabilizable if the Lyapunov function V
 w xsatisfies a certain partial differential equation see 9 for an investigation
of the relationship between robust stabilization and the notation of robust
.Lyapunov functions .
 .  .2 The feedback law x ¬ u x must enjoy regularity properties in
 .order to ensure the existence of solution to the differential equation 2 .
 .3 If the regularity of u is to strong, the stabilization property may
fail.
1Very often in the literature, global stabilization toward the origin is required. In this case,
 .  .  .  .  . 5 5.  . 5 5.  .V must satisfy: i V x s 0 m x s 0; ii 'a ? , b ? , a x F V x F b x ; where a ? and
 .b ? are suitable real valued functions. In this paper, we address the problem of exponential
  . 4decay of V along trajectories, or the problem of stabilization around the set V x s 0 . We
insist on the fact that our problem does not lie in the choice of V but in the construction of
the feedback law u.
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Concerning the first problem, we shall prove a necessary condition that
the function V has to satisfy in order to obtain the stabilization property.
This condition is a partial differential inequality.
We shall discuss an example of an uncertain system that is not stabiliz-
able by a coninuous feedback, which illustrates the third difficulty.
Concerning the second problem it is known}thanks to differential
games theory}that it is not possible in general to stabilize exactly an
uncertain system by a continuous feedback. So we replace the initial
problem by an approximate one:
Approximate Stabilization Problem. Fix T ) 0, h ) 0. Does there exist a
 .  .control law t, s ¬ u t, x such that V is a Lyapunov function which
 .decreases exponentially along trajectories of system 2 subject to any
 .measurable disturbance t ¬ d t ?
 .  .This problem consists in finding u t, x such that for any d ? the
solutions to
x9 t s f x t , u t , x t , d t 4 .  .  .  .  . . .
satisfy
w x ya t; t g 0, T , V x t F V x 0 e q h . 5 .  .  . .  .
The number h obviously has to be small in order to obtain a good
approximation of the initial problem, but for theoretical reasons, it is
known that h cannot be chosen equal to zero.
The main result of the paper is the existence of a piecewise constant
 .function t ¬ u t, x }constant with respect to both variables on suitable
w wtime intervals t , t }which number of jumps is finite but related to Ti iq1
and h. In fact, we shall prove the following heuristic principle: The more
precise the stabilization and the larger the time horizon T , the more control
discontinuity jumps are required.
Our work is related to the Lyapunov min-max approach developed in
w x w x7, 8 in case of matched uncertainty, and to those developed in 11 , in case
of uncertain linear systems with matched uncertainty. Our approach does
 .not yield to state discontinuous controllers chattering controllers intro-
w xduced in the framework of sliding motions 5 . Let us also mention that our
` w xproblem could also be studied by techniques related to H problems 6 or
w xdifferential games techniques 3 but it is not the approach developed in
the present paper.
Let us briefly describe how the paper is organized: In the first part, we
introduce tools that will be used to solve the problem and we shall recall
results in the framework of control systems without disturbance.
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In the second part, we show that the function V has to satisfy a partial
differential inequality. This is related to some dissipative property of the
control system.
In the third part, we state our main result: the existence of a piecewise
constant feedback that meets the approximate stabilization property. The
technical parts of the proofs are postponed to the Appendix.
In the last section, we derive an explicit scheme for the construction of
such stabilizing feedback.
2. THE STABILIZATION PROBLEM
2.1. Basic Results for Lyapuno¨ Functions
Let us briefly recall that in case of control systems without disturbances
x9 t s f x t , u t , u t g U, .  .  .  . .
the global exponential stabilization property can be characterized by using
n  .  w x.a Lyapunov function V: R ª R that satisfies 3 . It appears see 1q
that this problem can be viewed as a control problem under constraints:
Indeed, one can check that exponential stabilization can be characterized
by the fact that the epigraph of V
Epi V [ x , y g R n = R, V x F y 4 .  .  .
is viable for system
x9 t s f x t , u t , .  .  . .
6 .
y9 t s yay t .  .
 .  .in the sense that there exist solutions to 6 that remain in Epi V ,
  .  ..  .whenever x 0 , y 0 g Epi V .
 . 2  .Moreover, it is known that Epi V is viable under system 6 if and only
if the following geometric condition3 is fulfilled:
; x , y g Epi V , ;p g NP x , y , .  .  .EpiV .
7 . :inf p , f x , u , z F 0, . .ugU
2  .It means}according Jean-Pierre Aubin terminology}that a measurable function u ?
 .  . w xexists rendering Epi V invariant for the dynamics 6 . The reader can refer to 1 for a
detailed study of this problem.
3  w x.This condition can also be written in terms of contingent cones cf. 1 .
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 . 4where NP x denotes the set of proximal normals to the set K at x:K
5 5p g NP x m d x q p s p . .  .K K
Under adequate assumptions,5 an equivalent formulation to the previ-
ous problem lies in the characterization
; p , q g NP x , V x , .  . .EpiV .
 :inf p , f x , u F aqV x , ; x g Dom V . .  .  .
ugU
2.2. Assumptions and Statement of the Problem
 .Let us consider an uncertain system, whose dynamics is defined by 1
and by the initial condition
x 0 s x . 8 .  .0
 .We will suppose that ; t G 0, d t g D, and will denote by D the set of
measurable disturbances whose values range in the set D. The set of
 .measurable controls t ¬ u t g U will be denoted by U. U and D are
supposed to be closed subsets of finite dimensional vector-spaces.
 .The problem we investigate consists in finding a feedback u t, x that
 .  .exponentially stabilized system 1 in the sense of 5 under all admissible
 .disturbances d ? g D.
  .  ..  .Let us denote by t ¬ x t, x , u ? , d ? the solution to x9 t s0
  .  .  ..  .f x t , u t , d t starting at x 0 [ x .0
We introduce the assumptions that will be assumed throughout the
paper:
i f : R n = U = D ª R n is continuous .
n 5 5 5 5ii 'a ) 0, ; x , u , d g R = U = D, f x , u , d F a 1 q x .  .  .
iii ;u g U, x ¬ f x , u , d N d g D is Marchaud and k-Lipschitz. 4 .  .
9 .
Let us recall that a set-valued-map is Marchaud if and only if it has convex
and compact values and is upper semicontinuous.
4  .  w x.The set NP x is closed convex and is nonempty because it contains 0 cf. 2 .A
5  .  .Whenever the function V is lower semicontinuous and the set-valued map F x s f x, U
is upper semicontinuous with compact and convex values.
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2.3. Necessary Condition for the Lyapuno¨ -like Function
Let us introduce the geometrical condition
; x g R n , ; p , q g R n = R, .
 :p , q g NP x , V x « inf sup f x , u , d , p F aqV x . .  .  .  . .EpiV .
ugU dgD
10 .
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let us consider a lower semicontinuous function V.
 .Suppose assumptions 9 . If there exists a time piecewise continuous control
 .  .such that for any disturbance d ? g D, the system 1 satisfies the strict
 .  .stabilization property 3 , then V satisfies condition 10 .
 .Proof. Whenever there exists a control t, x ª u t, x , continuous with
w x  . respect to t over t , t , we observe that if condition 3 is fulfilled fori iq1
 .  ..any measurable disturbance d ? acting on system 1 , the in fixing
 .d t s d, the system
x9 t s f x t , u t , x t , d .  .  . . .
w9 t s yaw t .  .
is such that
x 0 , w 0 g Epi V « ; t G 0, x t , w t g Epi V .  .  .  .  .  . .  .
 .which means that Epi V is viable under the previous dynamics. Because V
is lower semicontinuous, its epigraph is closed. Therefore, from the geo-
metrical characterization of the viability theorem in terms of proximal
 w x.normals cf. 2 ,
;d g D ; x g R n , ; p , q g NP x , V x .  . .EpiV .
 :w G V x « f x , u , d , p y awq F 0 .  .
 .which implies condition 10 .
Remark. The complete investigation of the connections between the
 .geometrical condition 10 and the behaviour of the function V is studied
w x  . in 6 .. Condition 10 is valid in the general case when the Lyapunov-like
.function V is lower semi-continuous , and becomes explicit in case of more
regular functions:
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let V: R n ¬ R be a C1 con¨ex function. Then condi-
 .tion 10 is equi¨ alent to
n  :; x g R , inf sup f x , u , ¨ , V 9 x q aV x F 0. 11 .  .  .  .
u ¨
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Proof. Whenever f is C1, the set of proximal normals to the epigraph
nq1  . . w xof V is reduced to l V 9 x , y1 g R with l g 0, l , for some l ) 0.
2.4. Counterexample
  . .In case of uncertain systems i.e., d t / 0 , it appears that h can be
chosen arbitrarily small but not equal to zero, as shown in the following
example in one dimensional space.
Consider the system
x9 t s x t q u t q d t , 12 .  .  .  .  .
<  . <  . 2where d t F 1, and the Lyapunov function is V x s x r2. Consider the
set-valued feedback control map
S x [ u g U, sup V 9 x x q u q d F yV x . .  .  .  . 5
w xdg y1, 1
 .   ..The system is stabilizable by a continuous state feedback u t [ u x t if
 .  .   ..there exists a solution to 12 satisfying u t g S x t , which means that
  .   ...  .  .x t , u x t is viable within the set Graph S plotted in Fig. 1 .
 .One can easily check that all solutions of 12 starting from x s 0, u ) 0
 .leave immediately Graph S : If u ) 1, x s 0, then x9 s u q d ) 0. If
w x  .u g 0, 1 , x s 0, the solutions remain within Graph S iff x9 s 0 s
  ..  .  .u x t q d t , which is not possible as u ? is supposed to be a state
continuous feedback map. Therefore, no continuous control can stabilize
the system at zero.
Moreover, one can check that no time discontinuous and state continu-
 .   ..ous feedbacks u t s u t, x t can stabilize the system in the sense of
 .  .condition 3 , in the presence of a measurable disturbance d ? .
FIG. 1. Graph of the stabilizing feedback map.
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One can also observe that there exists a state discontinuous feedback
 .control satisfying the stabilizing condition 3 . Such feedback is related to
the so-called sliding mode, and involves chattering behaviour of control.
 .   ..  .Such a control is for instance u t s yksgn x t y x t , with k ) 1, and
 .where sgn denotes the convex valued set-valued map: sgn x s 1 for
 .  . w xx ) 0, sgn x s y1 for x - 0, and sgn 0 s y1, q1 .
3. MAIN RESULT
In this section, we derive a piecewise constant control law that achieves
the approximate stability property.
THEOREM 3.1. Fix h ) 0 and T ) 0 and consider a l-Lipschitz function
n  .  .  .V: R ª R. If system 1 satisfies assumptions 9 , and condition 10 ,
n  . n; x g R , ; p, q g R = R,
 :p , q g NP x , V x « inf sup f x , u , d , p F aqV x , .  .  .  . .EpiV .
ugU dgD
then there exists a subdi¨ ision t [ 0 - t . . . - t - t [ T and a time0 1 ry1 r
 .  .discontinuous control t, x ¬ u t, x defined by
wt g t , t « u t , x s u g U .i iq1 i
 .such that for any admissible disturbance d ? g D the unique solution to
x9 t s f x t , u t , x t , d t .  .  .  . . .
13 .
x 0 s x . 0
 .satisfies the approximate stabilization property 5 .
 .Remark. Let us notice that 13 is a differential equation which is not
continuous with respect to x. So classical existence results fail. Neverthe-
w wless, on every interval t , t , the dynamics are continuous with respect toi iq1
w xx and measurable with respect to t. So we can define a solution on 0, T
by concatenation of solutions defined on intervals.
We deduce Theorem 3.1 from the following proposition whose proof is
postponed to the Appendix:
PROPOSITION 3.2. Suppose that K ; R n is a nonempty closed set. As-
 .  .  .sume that system 1 satisfies assumptions 9 . Fix « , T two strictly positi¨ e
 .  .real numbers, and suppose that the initial condition of 1 ¨erifies x 0 g K.
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If
 :; x g K , ;p g NP x , inf sup f x , u , d , p F 0 14 .  .  .K
ugU dgD
then there exists a subdi¨ ision t [ 0 - t . . . - t - t [ T and a time0 1 ry1 r
 .  .discontinuous control t, x ¬ u t, x defined by
wt g t , t « u t , x s u g U .i iq1 i
 .such that for any measurable disturbance d ? g D the}unique}solution to
 .13 satisfies
w x; t g 0, T , x t g K q « B. 15 .  .
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Fix « ) 0, and define the following augmented
dynamics g : R n = R = U = D ª R n = R:
g x , w , u , d [ f x , u , d , yaw . .  . .  .
 .Since assumptions 9 are fulfilled for f , so they are for the dynamics g.
 .  . By 10 the map g satisfies a condition similar to condition 14 K
 ..playing the role of Epi V . Thanks to Proposition 3.2, we infer that there
 . w xexists a subdivision t of 0, T and a piecewise constant feedback controli i
 . 6  .map u t, x such that for any d ? g D the solution to
i x9 t s f x t , u t , x t , w t , d t .  .  .  .  .  . . . .
ii w9 t s yaw t 16 .  .  .  .
iii x 0 [ x and w 0 [ V x .  .  .  .0 0
w xsatisfies for any t g 0, T
d x t , w t F « . .  . .EpiV .
Hence
inf V x t q « b F V x eya t q « . .  . . 0
bgB
Since V is l-Lipschitz, we have
V x t F V x eya t q « 1 q l . .  .  . . 0
  ..  .Taking « - 1r 1 q l h, property 5 is proved.
6  .   ..The feedback seems to depend on w t , and should be denoted by u t, x, w . But in fact,
 .it does not depend on w, as w t is the solution of the autonomous equation w9 s yaw, with
 .  .initial condition w 0 s V x .0
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As a consequence of Theorem 3.1, and as it will be seen in the proof of
Proposition 3.2, we can derive a relationship, involving the time horizon T
 . and the number of discontinuities r s E Trh where h denotes the
.maximal time separating control jumps required to achieve the approxi-
mate stability property with precision h.
COROLLARY 3.3. Under the assumptions of Theorem 3.1, if
1 2kh
h s min , 2 52 kTq12k l q 1 M T , a e .  .
17 .
3 1 2 4a T5 5M T , a [ a q q x e . 0 5 /2 2
then there exists a feedback control, piecewisely constant on e¨ery inter¨al
w  . wih, i q 1 h , such that the approximate stabilization property}with precision
h}is fulfilled.
One can observe, as stated in the Introduction, that the smaller the
stabilization precision, the greater is the number of discontinuity. Also one
can check that the larger the time horizon, the larger is the number of
discontinuity. Obviously, for practical implementation of such a discontinu-
 .ous scheme, one should choose h as large as possible in condition 17 .
4. EXPLICIT DISCONTINUOUS CONTROL SCHEME
Let us consider an affine extended system
x9 t s F x t q G x t u t , x t q H x t d t .  .  .  .  .  . .  .  .  .
w9 t s yaw t .  . 18 .
x 0 s x , . 0
n  .   .where x g R , and w g R. Let us suppose that D s B 0, 1 where B 0, 1
.  .  .denotes the unit ball , and assume that system 18 satisfies condition 9 .
In the following, f will denote the function
 : 5 5f x s V 9 x , F x q H x *V 9 x q aV x . .  .  .  .  .  .
Let V be a non-negative C 1 convex function. For any compact set C, we
denote by l , the lipschitz constant on V on C. The problem that weC
 .address in this section is the approximate stabilization of system 18
y1 .around V 0 . We will also suppose that
; x g Vy1 0 , f x - 0. 19 .  .  .
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 .   .  .  .:  .Indeed, f x - 0 means that sup F x q H x d, V 9 x F yaV x :d g D
 .in other words, system 18 with u s 0 is supposed to be exponentially
y1 .stable within V 0 .
Theorem 3.1 enables us to derive a piecewise constant control that
 .  .meets the approximate stabilization property 5 . Let us consider w ? , the
 .  .solution to w9 t s yaw t , for some initial condition w g R.0
w xLet us consider a finite time interval I s 0, T , a stabilization ``preci-
sion'' h, and a subdivision of I with a constant steplength h defined by
1 2kh
h s min , , 20 .2 52 kTq12k l q 1 M t , a e .  .C
 .  .where k denotes here the Lipschitz constant of x § F x q G x u q
 . 5  .5  .H x d, a its linear growth rate, l s max V 9 x , and M a , T isC x g C
 .defined by 17 .
Let us consider the following explicit control scheme
w; t g ih , i q 1 h u t , x s u t , x ih [ u , 21 .  .  .  . . i
u being defined by the rulei
u g U if d x ih , w ih s 0 .  . .i EpiV .
u s 22 .i  u otherwise,i
where u is any control chosen in U, and u is given byi i
¡ G y *V 9 y .  .i iyf y if f y ) 0 .  .i i2~u s 5 5G y *V 9 y .  .i i i¢
0. otherwise,
 .  .where y s y ih . Throughout this section, x , w will denote the solutioni i i
 .   ..to the extended system 18 at time ih, and y , V y its unique projectioni i
7  .of best approximation onto Epi V .
It can be noticed that u is the minimal norm control satisfying theÄi
 .exponential stabilization constraint 10 . Then, we can state the following
consequence of Theorem 3.1:
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let us consider a C 1 non-negati¨ e con¨ex function V.
 .Let us suppose that system 18 satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 and
 .condition 19 .
7 We denote by P the projector of best approximation on the closed set K. NamelyK
 .   . 5 54P x [ z g K N d x, K s x y z .K
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Suppose also that there exists g ) 0 such that
1
n 5 5 5 5;z g R , G* z z G z 23 .  .
g
and that the geometrical condition
 :inf sup F x q G x u q H x d, V 9 x F yaV x 24 .  .  .  .  .  .
ugU dgD
is satisfied.
 .  .Then the control scheme 21 guarantees that system 18 meets the
approximate stabilization property for h, T , with bounded controls.
 .  . 1Proof. Condition 24 is nothing else than condition 10 in case V g C ,
and f affine. Then, by Theorem 3.1, there exists a piecewise constant
 .control such that system 18 satisfies the approximate stabilization prop-
 .erty 5 . As in the proof of Proposition 3.2 a discontinuous control scheme
 .  .can be constructed. Let us denote by x , w the solution to 18 at timei i
  ..   ..t s ih h being defined by 20 , and y , V y its projection of besti i
 .approximation onto Epi V .
v  .  .   ..If x , w g Epi V then pick any u g U, and set u t, x t s ui i i i
w wwhenever t g t , t .i iq1
v Otherwise, we know that the discontinuous control u must satisfyÄi
 :sup F y q G y u q H y d, V 9 y q aV y F 0 .  .  .  .  .Äi i i i i i
dgD
  . ..  .as l V 9 y , y1 is a proximal normal to Epi V for some l G 0. This cani
be rewritten as
 :V 9 y , G y u F yf y . .  .  .Äi i i i
5 5The control u can be chosen as the minimizer of u under theÄ Äi i
  .  . :  .stabilization constraint V 9 y , G y u F yf y : Therefore u s 0Ä Äi i i i i
 .  .  .whenever f y F 0 and u can be defined by 22 in case f y G 0.Äi i i
Moreover, as F, G, H are bounded,
5 5 < < 5 5u F g f y F g Ml q sup H* x V 9 x q a sup V x . .  .  .  .Äi i  /
xgC xgC
Therefore, the control u is bounded.Äi
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  .Remark. y the unique projection of x onto Epi V , as V has beeni i
.supposed to be convex can be determined by
w q l s V y .i i
x y lV 9 y s y .i i i
or in solving numerically the following system of nonlinear equations:
y y x q V y y w V 9 y s 0. .  . .i i i i i
5. APPENDIX: PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3.2
w wLet us denote by k the Lipschitz constant of f. Fix h g 0, 1r2k .
 .  .E Trh will denote the maximal integer such that E Trh F Trh - 1 q
 .  .E Trh . Pose r s E Trh and let us define
t [ ih for i s 0, 1 . . . r y 1, t [ Ti r
w xa subdivision of 0, T . Let us consider some measurable disturbance
d g D.
  ..  .The proof consists in building a feedback u t, x t which satisfies 15 .
 .For this purpose, pick any u g U, and define u t, x [ u for any0 0
w w  .t g 0, t . We now construct u ?, ? by an iterative process:1
  ..  .Pose x [ x t , x , u , d ? , the solution of 13 originating fromi i iy1 iy1
  ..x , at time t , with control u t, x t s uiy1 i iy1
v If x g K, we pick any element u of U and definei i
w x; t g t , t , u t , x t s u . . .i iq1 i
v  .  .If x f K, let us consider y g P x . Obviously x y y g NP y .i i K i i i K i
 .By 14 , there exists u g U such thatÄi
 :sup f y , u , d , x y y F 0. .Äi i i i
dgD
Then we define
wu t , x [ u for any t g t , t . . Äi i iq1
Then the desired property follows from the following lemmas the first one
 w x..is due to Pierre Cardaliaguet cf. 2 . Its proof is given here for the
convenience of the reader.
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LEMMA 5.1. Let us suppose that K is a nonempty closed set, that
 .assumptions 9 hold true, and that
5 5sup f x , u , d s M - q`. .
nxgR , ugU , dgD
 .Let us consider x f K, and fix y g P x . If there exists a control u g U,K
such that
 :sup f y , u , d , x y y F 0, 25 . .
dgD
 .then for any measurable disturbance d ? g D,
1 2 22 2 2 k t; t g 0, , d x t , x , u , d ? F eM t q d x e . 26 .  .  . . .K K2k
 .  .Proof of Lemma 5.1. Fix d ? g D. From the very definition of x t [
  ..x t, x, u, d ? ,
1 d 25 5  :x t y y s f x t , u , d t , x t y y .  .  .  . .
2 dt
2 : 5 5F f y , u , d t , x y y q k x t y y .  . .
5 5q M x t y x .
as f is k-Lipschitz and bounded by M.
 .Using 25 and the boundedness of the dynamics,
1 d 2 225 5 5 5x t y y F M t q k x t y y . .  .
2 dt
According to Gronwall's Lemma, it provides
M 2 M 2 t2 2 2 k t 2 k t5 5 5 5x t y y F x y y e q e y 1 y .  .2 k2k
2 2 k t 2 25 5F x y y e q eM t
w xfor any t g 0, 1r2k , the last inequality being a consequence from easy
considerations about the variations of the function t ¬ e2 k t y 1 y 2kt y
2 2  .2k et . Since y g K, the conclusion 26 holds true.
LEMMA 5.2. Let us suppose that K is a nonempty closed set and that
 .  .assumptions 9 hold true. Let us consider x f K, and fix y g P x . Let uK
 .be such that condition 25 is satisfied.
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 .   ..Then there exists M t, a ) 0 defined by formula 17 such that for any
 .measurable disturbance d ? g D
1 2 2 22 2 k t; t g 0, , d x t , x , u , d ? F eM t , a t q d x e . .  .  . . .K K2k
27 .
 .  .Proof of Lemma 5.2. By assumption 9 , f ?, u, d has linear growth.
Therefore
1 d 25 5 5 5 5 5x t F a 1 q x t x t .  .  . .  .
2 dt
5 5 2F a 1 q 2 x t . . .
According to Gronwall's lemma,
5 5w x;s g 0, t , x t F N t , a .  .
with
2 1 14a t 5 5N t , a s e x 0 q q . .  . .2 2
w x  . As f has linear growth, it is bounded over 0, t by M t, a s a 1 q
 ..N t, a . The rest of the proof is similar to that of Lemma 5.1.
We can finish the proof of Proposition 3.2. A direct application of
w xLemma 5.2 yields that for all t g t , t ,iy1 i
2 2 2d x t , x , u , d t F eM t , a t y t .  .  . .Ä .K iy1 iy1 iy1
2 2 k tyt .iy1q d x e .K iy1
 4and for any i g 1 . . . r q 1 ,
2 2 22 2 k hd x F eM T , a h q d x e . .  .  .K i K iy1
w x  .  .Hence for any t g 0, T , the solution x ? to 13 satisfies
22 k hr 2 kTq1e y 1 M T , a he .2 2 2d x t F eM t , a h F . .  . .K 2 k h 2ke y 1
 .Hence x t g K q « B as soon as
1 2k«
h F min , .2 52 kTq12k M T , a e .
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